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Deterministic nanoassembly: Neutral or plasma route?
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It is shown that, owing to selective delivery of ionic and neutral building blocks directly from the
ionized gas phase and via surface migration, plasma environments offer a better deal of
deterministic synthesis of ordered nanoassemblies compared to thermal chemical vapor deposition.
The results of hybrid Monte Carlo �gas phase� and adatom self-organization �surface� simulation
suggest that higher aspect ratios and better size and pattern uniformity of carbon nanotip
microemitters can be achieved via the plasma route. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2222249�
Deterministic synthesis of functional nanoassemblies
�NAs� ranging from common nanostructures to intricate
nanopatterns and nanodevices is a current demand of modern
nanoscience and nanotechnology.1 At the macroscopic level,
this implies the ability to select and adjust the process pa-
rameters to achieve the desired properties of individual NAs,
such as their positioning, alignment, shape, elemental com-
position, crystallinity, etc.2–4 At the microscopic level, the
determinism implies a certain degree of control over the
building blocks �BBs� that self-assemble into the required
nanoassemblies and optimization of elementary processes in
the nanofabrication environment.5 Therefore, the choice of
the most favorable environment, which should be dictated by
the expected NA parameters, turns out to be a critical factor
to reduce process costs and achieve the long-held but as yet
elusive goal of deterministic nanofabrication. In this letter,
from the microscopic-level viewpoint, we argue that partially
ionized environments of the plasma-enhanced chemical va-
por deposition6 �PECVD� can offer a better deal of control-
ling the size, shape, and pattern uniformity in deterministic
synthesis of selected nanoassemblies, as compared to charge-
neutral thermal CVD. To demonstrate this, our target here
will be conical carbon nanotip microemitter structures �a rep-
resentative scanning electron micrograph is shown in Fig. 1�
that ideally should have the highest possible aspect �height to
width� ratio for higher electron emission yield.7 Here, by
using a hybrid Monte Carlo �gas phase� and adatom self-
organization �surface� simulation, we show that the ionized
gas environment is decisive in sustaining the growth of tall
and sharp nanotip structures as opposed to short and wide
nanotips grown by the CVD under the same process
conditions.

The existing relevant numerical efforts are mostly lim-
ited to quite separate modeling of plasma composition and
�macroscopic� ion fluxes and atomistic configurations of car-
bon nanotips and relevant films and structures.8–12 In the
multiscale simulation of our interest here, we combine the
motion of neutral and ionic building blocks in the partially
ionized gas phase13,14 and the growth of the nanotips by ada-
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tom and adion insertion via surface migration and directly
from the gas phase. We also show that developing conical
nanostructures selectively focus ionic building blocks onto
their lateral surfaces effectively excluding them from migra-
tion over open substrate areas. This results in faster growth
rates and eventually in sharper and longer nanotips grown by
the PECVD. In our simulations, we have used a system con-
sisting of a biased substrate with the conductive nanotip pat-
tern exposed to the plasma sheath of thickness �s. A uniform
flux of neutrals and ions is deposited onto the lateral surfaces
of the nanotips and substrate areas between the nanotips, for
simplicity referred to as open surface areas. The ionization
degree of the partially ionized plasma was varied in simula-
tions to relate our numerical results to a broad range of
plasma-aided nanofabrication facilities, from weakly ionized
RF plasmas15 of hydrocarbon-based gas mixtures to carbon
anodic arcs. For simplicity, only neutral and ionic carbon
species have been considered as plasma-generated NA build-
ing blocks in our simulations. The plasma ions enter the
near-substrate collisionless sheath area with the Bohm veloc-
ity v0= �Te /mi�1/2 and then are accelerated to the energy US,
which includes the initial ion energy at the sheath border, and
the gained energy equivalent to the external dc bias applied
to the substrate. Here, mi is the ion mass, and Te is the elec-
tron temperature in electron volts. Under low-bias condi-
tions, one can assume that the sheath width is equal to a few
Debye lengths, i.e., �s=k�Te�0 /enp�1/2, where np is the
plasma density, �0 is the electric constant, and k is the sheath
width adjustment coefficient.

FIG. 1. Representative SEM micrograph of conical carbon nanotips grown

by PECVD in Ar+H2+CH4 gas mixture on Ni-catalyzed Si�100� �Ref. 20�.
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In numerical simulations, we adopted a multiscale model
that simultaneously incorporates the ion motion in the sheath
�spatial scales from a few millimeters down to a few hun-
dreds of nanometers�, in the vicinity of conducting nanotips
�a few hundred down to a few tens nanometers� and adatom
migration over open substrate areas �with spatial scales of a
few tens to a few nanometers�. The code comprises the ion
dynamics14 and surface self-organization16 numerical mod-
ules. Within the ion dynamics module, the ion motion was
simulated by using the ion motion equation. The effective
electric field acting on an ion at any spatial point was calcu-
lated by summation of the microscopic fields of all nanotips
in the simulation domain. In this work we use a simplified
model of the nanotip growth on nickel-catalyzed Si�100�
surface.15 The growth simulation starts from a small nanotip
nucleus. It is assumed that the outer carbon layers of the
growing nanotips are able to accommodate insertion of ada-
toms arriving to the nanotip base from the open surface areas
and adions landing directly onto the lateral surfaces from the
ionized gas phase. This simple model is an adequate repre-
sentation of the dynamic growth of various carbon nanofilms
and nanostructures that involve hydrogen-terminated
surfaces.5,7–10,15 The surface self-organization module incor-
porates the following processes: surface diffusion of ad-
sorbed species to the nanotips, evaporation of adatoms from
nanotips to the gas phase and to the two-dimensional vapor,
and attachment of adatoms to the nanotip borders. Finally,
the module includes a dynamic growth and reshaping of the
nanotips, which is described by

��Vn/�ron�dron = Jsndt , �1�

��Vn/�hn�dhn = Jendt , �2�

where Vn, ron, and hn are the volume, base radius, and height
of nth nanotip, respectively. Here, Jen is the combined flux of
ions and neutrals from the plasma bulk to the nth nanotip
lateral surface, Jsn is the total surface flux of adatoms to the
nanotip’s border, and �Vn /�r0n= �2/3��r0nhn and �Vn /�hn

= �2/3��r2 are the shape- and size-dependent nanotip growth
functions in the radial and vertical directions. It is thus as-
sumed that the influx of adsorbed species to the border of
each individual nanotip causes an increase in its radius,
whereas the direct influx from the ionized gas phase leads to
an increase in the nanotip’s height.

The simulation starts from the preset pattern of 400 nan-
otip nuclei covering the simulation area of S=1�1 �m2. As
the height and radius of the nuclei increase, they reshape to
the conical nanotips of our interest here. In computations, we
used the following parameters: plasma density np
=1017, . . . ,3�1018 m−3, electron energy 2–5 eV, US
�20–50 V, surface temperature TS�750 K, gas tempera-
ture TG�1000 K, and gas pressure PG�1 Pa. This set of
parameters is representative to PECVD of carbon nanotip
structures in RF plasmas.5,10,15 The microscopic topography

FIG. 2. �Color online� Three-dimensional topology of the ion current over

the simulated nanopattern.
of the ion flux on open surface areas and nanotip lateral
surfaces was simulated by a Monte Carlo method. An initial
surface coverage �0 was 0.1, a typical value in the low sur-
face coverage case.

A representative three-dimensional distribution of the
ion current density on the nanostructured substrate surface is
shown in Fig. 2. The positions of individual carbon nanotips
can be easily identified as well-pronounced sharp ion current
peaks, surrounded by the significantly reduced background
ion flux onto open surface areas. Evidently, the simulated
three-dimensional �3D� ion current distribution suggests an
enhanced influx of the building blocks directly to the nanotip
lateral surfaces, without allowing them to deposit on open
surface areas and migrate to nanotip borders over the surface.
Furthermore, as our results suggest, such strongly focused
microscopic pattern of the ion deposition enables one to con-
trol the growth rates and aspect ratios of the nanostructures.

A striking observation made in our numerical experi-
ments is depicted in Fig. 3, which suggests that the nanotips
grown on plasma-exposed surfaces �Fig. 3�b�� are much
taller and sharper than those grown by the CVD process �Fig.
3�a�� under the same deposition conditions. To quantify this
main conclusion, we studied the dependence of the mean
nanotip apex angle � and mean nanotip height hm on the
mean nanotip radius �Fig. 4� with the plasma density as a
parameter. Another important feature of the development of
the nanotip array is an essentially different behavior of the
apex angle at the initial and developed growth stages. Spe-
cifically, an initial increase of the apex angle is followed by
its gradual decrease resulting in nanotip sharpening with
time. This phenomenon may be explained as follows. When
the nanotip height is small, the nonuniformity of the electric
field is weak to focus the ion current onto the nanotip lateral
surfaces, and the ionic building blocks are mostly deposited
to open surface areas where they are neutralized and become
adatoms. In this case the nanotip growth is maintained
mostly by the adatom BBs migrating to nanotip borders over
the surface. As a result, the nanotip base radius increases
rapidly, with the height increasing slowly. When the nanotips

FIG. 3. �Color online� Developed carbon nanotip patterns �a� grown by
CVD and �b� grown by PECVD in a plasma with np=3.0�1018 m−3. In both
cases, the simulation was terminated when the coverage reached �=0.70.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the nanotip apex angle �a� and mean height �b� on
their mean radius for the neutral and plasma-aided processes with the

−3
plasma density �m � as a parameter.
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become higher, the ion current is focused by nonuniform
electric fields and thus is increasingly diverted to their lateral
surfaces. This causes, in turn, a noticeable decrease in the
apex angle. This effect turns out to be more pronounced in
denser plasmas, and the sharpest nanotips in our numerical
experiments have been observed for np=3�1018 m−3.

Indeed, higher plasma densities result in more efficient
precipitation of the ionic BBs on the nanotip surfaces. This
also results in smaller sheath widths and more focused ion
deposition onto the upper sections of the nanostructures,
closer to their crests. Our results also suggest that one can
achieve aspect ratios of more than 30 by using the PECVD
route. On the contrary, the CVD process can offer the nan-
otip aspect ratios not exceeding 20 under the same condi-
tions. Moreover, dynamic changes of the nanotip aspect ra-
tios turn out to be more pronounced in the plasma-aided
process. In other words, a chance of an initial nanotip
nucleus to evolve as a sharp, high-aspect-ratio nanocone is
much higher on plasma-exposed surfaces.

It is noteworthy that our “macroscopic” model does not
include atomic forces and interactions of individual atoms
and is based on physical evaporation of adions and adatoms
in and out of the growing conical nanotip structures. The
model builds on the established, commonly used, well
proven, and justified principles and approaches of surface
science to surface diffusion phenomena and island nucleation
and growth.17,18 In this letter these models have been ad-
vanced by involving individual treatment of the growth pro-
cess of 400 “macroscopic” nanotips �each containing ap-
proximately 1.5–2 million atoms� arranged in an ordered
array on the plasma-exposed surface. Moreover, our hybrid
multiscale simulation bridges processes occurring at length
scales different by several orders of magnitude and involves
a very large number of atoms and ions, which is far beyond
the capabilities of the present-day ab initio atomic-level nu-
merical techniques, such as the molecular dynamics �MD� of
density functional theory �DFT� approaches. Therefore, ato-
mistic models would only offer a better deal of accuracy in
considering the growth of individual nanostructures with the
substantially reduced number �typically not exceeding a few
hundred� of atoms. We emphasize that a number of recent
experimental and computational results corroborate the fidel-
ity of the chosen nanotip growth model. These include �i�
scanning electron microscope �SEM� analysis of the nanotip
shapes at different growth stages �see, e.g., Fig. 1 and Refs.
11 and 15�, �ii� experimental evidence of the nanotip sharp-
ening when a dc bias is applied to the substrate,11,15 �iii�
transmission electron microscopy �TEM� of carbon nanotips
made of parallel graphite layers and terminated by hydrogen
on lateral surfaces11 and made of stacked conical sheets19

showing that the nanotips are crystalline and fully filled by
carbon atoms and have apex angles ��5° –9° � and geo-
metrical sizes very similar to the results of our numerical
simulations �see, e.g., Fig. 3�b��, and �iv� results of ab initio
DFT computations showing that �substantially downscaled�
nanotips made of parallel graphite layers and terminated by
hydrogen on lateral surfaces is a stable atomic
configuration.11

Our results thus suggest that the plasma-aided process,
in contrast to the neutral flux deposition, is a very efficient
tool to control the nanotip aspect ratio, a critical factor in

microemitter array applications. These two important factors
can be controlled by adjusting the plasma parameters such as
the degree of ionization, plasma density, electron tempera-
ture, etc. Physically, a certain degree of determinism in the
plasma-assisted synthesis of carbon nanotips can be achieved
by properly manipulating the two building block delivery
channels: via surface migration and directly from the ionized
gas phase. It becomes evident that an increased influx and
controllable deposition of ionic BBs directly onto the nanotip
lateral surfaces can be used to deterministically control the
geometric shape of the nanotips.

This work primarily aimed to show the advantages of-
fered by the plasma-aided nanoassembly in controlling the
growth and shape of the nanostructures rather than exploring
the detailed parameter ranges where such control is most
efficient. Other benefits of plasma-aided nanofabrication
compared to neutral gas-based techniques, such as genera-
tion of the BBs in the required energetic and chemical states,
nanomanipulation of BBs by using various forces in the
plasma sheath, electric field-controlled alignment of nanoas-
semblies, surface-charge controlled self-organization on
plasma-exposed surfaces, and several others, are discussed
elsewhere.5,7–10 Fundamentally, plasma-aided nanofabrica-
tion simultaneously involves two main approaches of mod-
ern nanoscience, namely, nanomanipulation �by the electric
field� and self-organization �including migration on plasma
exposed surfaces and self-assembly� of building blocks.
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